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Dear ones, workers of the light, those who have worked so assiduously as
you have laid bare the very bones of your existence, uncovering the
distortions you have carried for all and restructuring your beings to diamond
crystallisation, all honour is given you and gratitude for all that you have
walked within.
If you will breathe deeply now to open your chakra columns connecting both
with the heavenly realms and with the depths of Gaia, you are filled with
great downpourings of celestial light containing all the heavenly colour rays,
allowing completion of the restructure of your diamond body of light, with
Arcturians and beings from the dimensions of heavenly light streaming into
your sacred spaces to be with you, to hold you and to love you and support
you, attending to the release of the final distortions of your being, those
which have received their release through the challenging later days of this
year.

Dear ones it may have been perceived by you that these times of darkness
and of duality arising seemed as lapses in your evolution and that you had
fallen back into your darkness and that no gains had been made. But dear
ones, you have worked so tirelessly, stepping successfully through the last
dualities as these were transmuted through your being, through your
interconnectedness with all of humanity holding your roles to transmute on
behalf of the whole. And you have achieved great transcendence over the
dualities and these continue to be restored to wholeness, to Oneness.
You have been engaged in the release of all which does not serve the new
age of light into which you now step anew. The pace has been fast and
furious as each of the negative patterns arising from ancient times and over
the aeons past has separated itself from your being like oil from water, rising
to the surface where it may be observed, acknowledged and released. And
though in the depths of your passing through these states of darkness and
duality you may have felt that never would you rise to the surface to again be
immersed in light, in peace, fulfillment and joy … in fact and indeed all that is
of darkness and distortion has been releasing and leaving.
And as all that is of distortion leaves your being, all comes to you in
assistance so that your diamond body of light may be restored to you and
that your soul gifts may be known to you.
Breathing out now all that challenges and concerns you at this moment,
surrendering with the breath all pain and sadness, confusion, exhaustion and
tiredness. Let go and surrender all for release as many leagues of angels
come to you, cocooning you with soft love and tender caresses of care and
affection, lightening your load of physicality, taking from you all that saddens
and disempowers you. With the breath dear ones surrender this and hand all
over to the angels of diamond light whose wings reflect the refractions of all
the multihued heavenly lights as holographic imprints of your original
diamond blueprint.
And as they hover above and below, to the left and to the right and to the
front and behind, they embody the holograph of your diamond light body.
Breathing still, and surrendering as within great shafts of light which pour
forth and surround you, flowing in a great shaft of heavenly Source light,
your being is contained and cocooned in light of the highest frequency.
Breathing as a portal and pyramid of diamond light is anchored over you in
your sacred space, allowing the angels of diamond light to anchor by
holographic transfer the blueprint of your diamond body of light. Held in
great love, your body of light is transformed and you will experience a great
unburdening of density and heaviness, filled with diamond light of the
highest frequency which transforms all to light, casting aside all that is
distorted and without light.
Transmissions of grace are afforded each of you for there is the requirement
that you stand as emissaries of diamond crystal light, anchoring a grid of
diamond light around the globe of planet earth and allowing great streams
and portals of light to anchor in permanence. Breathing deeply dear ones as

you allow transmissions of great light to pour through your open channels of
light, anchoring into dear Gaia who receives a wonderful replenishment and
raising in frequency. Standing as pillars and portals of light you emit great
transmissions on this great day of planetary alignment, open to receive great
activation and to share within your emissary roles with all who surround you.
And as you breathe more and more deeply, with the highest of frequencies
pouring forth and creating great bliss within your heart, transmissions of
love from all of the heavenly ones pour forth now, transforming your angelic
hearts to pure joy and radiance. And again you breathe deeply, and pure
love from the Source streams ever more strongly through you, transforming
you to a being of love and only love, flowing through you and anchoring into
the diamond crystal heart of Gaia.
And calling in now to be with you those with whom you have challenges in
friendship and relationship and in your daily life of work and play. In this
moment, so freely and fully flowing with love, you are able easily to forgive
those who have erred against you, and those to whom you have acted
harshly in judgement, in jealousy, in recrimination and anger and irritation.
Surrender all differences, all judgements, all stories and blame. Allow all to
leave you that holds you bound and holding fast to your story, your rights.
Allow all wrongs to be detached by the flow of heavenly love which
transmutes and dissolves. All grudges and feelings of having been wronged,
or having wronged others are dissolved by the flow of heavenly love which
continues to stream through your being.
And all of the dimensions of your heart receive great cleansing, great
transformation, with all cast aside that is not of pure and unconditional love.
Such joy to see your hearts that glow with greatness and with diamond light,
shining so brightly that the heavens receive the refraction of their reflection.
You stand as pillars of golden diamond light, pinpoints of such great and
immense light.
And with the breath dear ones, you are asked now to expand your great
hearts and to begin to project your love and your light so that your light
extends out in a circular beam, extending above you and below you, to the
front and to the back, to the left and to the right in a giant ball of golden
diamond light, extending this giant ball of light out to fill the room in which
you sit, extending further to fill the house or building in which you sit.
Breathing more deeply dear ones and projecting and extending this light
outwards and all around to fill the area around your house with love and with
light. And wider now in trajectory, a giant bubble of light and of love which
begins to widen, widen, widen, filling all of the streets and suburbs of your
place of home, filling the cities and the open lands, the rivers and oceans,
hills and mountains, the rocks and the air, the high lands and the low lands
and the states and provinces. Expanding ever wider to enclose your country,
expanding across the oceans, expanding, expanding as your light connects
with those others around the earth plane who join their light with yours,

connecting and expanding your light and love to create a great grid of
diamond light which encircles the earth plane.
Holding fast as this light and love connects, pulsing this light around the
globe, great pulses of love and light which you receive and share, receive and
share around the globe along the grid of diamond light that connects each of
you on this great day of alignment.
Your diamond bodies of light when connected along the grid of light raise the
frequency and vibration upon the physical plane sufficient to allow the
dualities to be restored back to Oneness, to wholeness, to radiance, to love,
to equality, to justice, to peace, to light.
And as you hold fast, receiving the benefit of great pulses of love and of light
of diamond frequency, allow your heart dreams of the brightest and best for
yourself to surface. Hold fast to your dream, the dream of your highest heart
and allow this to make itself known to you, what it is that would fill you with
most joy in this coming time. What it is that makes your heart sing. That
which is your bliss.
And know that you are the dreamers of this new world and that your highest
dreams create the reality for all to benefit. Think big dear ones, without
thought of physical constraint or limitation. For you stand in greatness each
of you and surely you are held in your dreams by your Family of Light,
allowing your dreams to manifest with alacrity, for the age of the new world,
new beginnings, new dreams for humanity arrives and your role is as its
dreamer.
Continue to embellish your dreams with the details which bring joy to your
heart, those dreams of how and where and with whom you wish to share the
new world … in equality, in fairness and justice, abundance and plenty, light
and love, peace and joy. And begin now to project your dreams, expanding
within your bubbles of diamond light and pulsing your dreams in
interconnectedness along the grid of light, sharing and connecting your
dreams that you may find each other, those who will share with you in the
new world, new creation. And may you find each other and share your
dreams and allow to manifest all in fruition of what is held so deeply at the
core of your hearts.
And as you hold your high ideals for humanity within your heart of justice
and fairness, equality and abundance and peace for all, with honour for the
land which provides and for the water which soothes and feeds and heals …
allow these ideals to be expressed. See yourself within your communities,
sharing and receiving all that you require, at peace and in fulfillment, all.
Open your hearts further and experience in this moment the joy to be living
in this new world, in simplicity and peace, quiet joy and fulfillment.
Expanding your golden diamond balls of light and join your dreams, your joy,
your fulfillment along the grid of light.

And breathing down, sending your dreams through your lower chakras and
through the link chakra between your knees and down into the earth star
beneath your feet, breathing down so that Gaia receives this joy, allowing a
great lightening of the burden she holds for humanity, receiving molten
streams of diamond light and love to fill her core and to extend out along her
grids and portals, lei lines, song lines, dreaming lines … anchoring your
dreams, dreamers of the new world.
In gratitude and joy, we give thanks to you, to each of you. Kuthumi, in love.
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